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The TWIST Common Strategy as a driver for capitalising on the results of RIS3

The TWIST Common Strategy has been developed with the aim of promoting 
mutual learning between all the regions participating in the project as well as 
taking advantage of the competitive advantages and opportunities included in 
the different Regional Research and Innovation Strategies for Smart Specialisation 
(RIS3), the. TWIST Common Strategy.
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TWIST Living Labs: a common space for innovation in the water sector

TWIST Living Labs are instruments for the active participation of all stakeholders 
in the system in R&D&I processes, through the development of co-creation, 
experimentation and evaluation activities of innovations in the water sector.
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Innovation Procurement as a tool to respond to current challenges in water 
management

Challenges and needs in water management can be addressed through 
Innovation Procurement processes, allowing research centres and companies to 
guide their research lines towards these needs, thus promoting R&D&I in the 
sector.

Ma José Romero
Agencia Andaluza del Conocimiento (AAC)

Capacity building and job creation through the Transnational Business School

The Transnational Business School offers training focused on new business 
models derived from the Circular Economy concept, focused on the water 
management cycle. This School, mainly aimed at strengthening the capacities 
of SMEs, start-ups and entrepreneurs, seeks to improve the levels of 
collaboration and private investment in R&D&I activities, as well as the job 
creation.
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Development of TWIST MARKET PLACE

A virtual space for technological cooperation in the field of water management 
from the perspective of the Circular Economy through the interaction of the 
actors of the Quadruple Helix so that they can be participants in the 
cooperation opportunities identified within the framework of the project.
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External Institutes and Utilities Interest Group (EIUIG)

First meeting of the EIUIG which, composed of relevant stakeholders from the 
SUDOE and external water sector, aims to create new partnerships derived from 
the TWIST project and to contribute to the internationalisation of innovation.
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